
 New Conveyor Roller Manufacturing    
Regardless of how good your conveyor rollers are, at some point they will need to be repaired or replaced.  Elastomer Specialties does both. When it 

comes to manufacturing new rollers our machine shop uses only the highest grade materials (steel or aluminum). They are made to last, giving you the 

performance you are looking for. 

At ESI, we can replicate the length, diameter and wall thickness of your worn-out rollers once we receive them. If the new roll-

ers call for a coating, we can either mold or lag our hybrid polyurethane to the surface with the material thickness and color to 

meet your specifications. If you already have engineered drawings of the rollers you are looking to have made, send them to us 

and we can save you money. 

Our inclusive machine shop will design the new rollers that is right for the load, wall thickness, shape and size. In addition,     

we can design and build individual roller solutions for a wide range of niche applications.  

Should your application call for a urethane coating to be applied to the roller cores, our casting division has you covered.  Once the coating has been    

applied, ESI technicians can grind the new coating to the size, specifications and material thickness you are looking for. 

Elastomer Specialties, Inc.  

2210 S Highway 69,  

Wagoner, OK 74467 

918-485-0276  800-786-4244  
www.elastomer.com 



Complete Turn-Key Services 

Since 1979, ESI has built a premium turn-key manufacturing facility.  Today, ESI has over 70,000 SF of production area along with a state-of-the

–art machine shop.  Our  3-D printers help speed up the mold making process as well as producing functional prototype parts and molds. As a 

‘Complete Turn-Key Manufacturing Facility’ we can start from a set of engineered drawings and go through all the process layers of manufac-

turing a product totally in-house.  Elastomer Specialties is a turn-key manufacturer, so we outsource absolutely NOTHING! 

Elastomer Specialties, Inc. 

2210 S Highway 69, Wagoner, OK 74467 

918-485-0276 or 800-786-4244 

www.elastomer.com 

info@elastomer.com 

      CONCAVED Roller             CONVEX Roller            DOUBLE TAPERED Roller                                  

FULL TAPERED Roller    STRAIGHT Roller                          TAPERED ENDS Roller  

Different sizes, shapes and colors are available. 


